Electrocardiogram-independent image reconstruction in cardiac multidetector computed tomography using retrospective motion synchronization.
We sought to evaluate an electrocardiogram (ECG)-independent image reconstruction technique for coronary computed tomography (CT)-angiography based on cardiac motion. The raw data from 20 patients was reconstructed with both an ECG-gated algorithm and a motion-dependent algorithm that calculates the cardiac motion-function directly from the CT raw data using a center of mass technique. Images were reconstructed in 5% steps over the R-R interval and the cardiac motion-cycle. For both approaches multiplanar reformations were created and the set of images with the least motion artifacts was used for the evaluation. Motion artifacts affecting the ascending aorta, the left main coronary artery and the entire course of the LAD, LCX and RCA were scored using a 5-point scale. The mean optimal reconstruction window was at 60% of the R-R interval and 30% of the cardiac motion cycle. A total of 73 of 100 vascular regions showed no motion artifacts in ECG-gated images, with the motion-synchronized algorithm only 41 regions were free of motion artifacts. The mean motion-score was 1.4 (+/-0.6) and 2.4 (+/-1.2) respectively (P < 0.05). In the currently implemented form the motion-gated algorithm is inferior to ECG-gated image reconstruction but can be used in patients with an incomplete or corrupt ECG-signal.